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When Drought
Hits Home
Elizabeth Henderson investigates
the impact on local organic farms
Food:
A quick primer on basic cheese lingo
Ken's Kookery Brings Home the "Facon"
Co-op updates:
An update on our move from the General Manager
A recap of the shareholder meeting on workers' rights
Advocacy:

The Great Lakes are warming (and why that's not good)
Promoting co-ops: The New York Cooperative Network
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Cheese Lingo 101
Brush up on some key cheese terminology
with our Cheese Buyer, Juli Barrette

Fresh

Bloomy

Young and soft
texture. Can range
from smooth
and mild to
tart and tangy.
Typically used
to describe goat
cheese and fresh
mozzarella.

Rich, creamy,
and/or milky.
Flavors can be
mild and buttery
to earthy and
mushroomy. A
good example is
the popular brie,
considered a
dessert cheese in
Europe.

Blue
Bold and sharpedged. Can be
mild and creamy
to punchy and
complex. The
stinky but delicious
gorgonzola is
a blue cheese,
as is the classic
roquefort.
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Semi-soft

Earthy and pliable.
Smooth and earthy
to grassy and
barn-yardy. These
are perfect for
melting. Fontina
fits this category
well and is great
in a grilled cheese
with creamy
tomato soup.

Firm

Hard

Dense but supple,
fruity and grassy
to sharp and
nutty. This type
of cheese can
range from an
aged cheddar
to a Spanish
manchego.
(Sharp cheddar
is considered an
aged cheddar.)

Dry, caramel,
and grainy. Hard
cheeses tend
to be sharp and
crumbly but
can be sweet to
butterscotchy as
well. Aged gouda
and parmesan
reggiano are hard
cheeses, great
for grating over a
salad.
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ADVOCACY:

Warm Hearts,
Not Lakes!
Jack Bradigan Spula

R

ochester’s hottest-ever
August is still fresh in our
memory, and cool latesummer weather is buoying our
spirits. Who knows exactly what
kind of winter we’ll have? Well,
one thing is certain: whatever
comes, we’ll be talking about
how it’s connected to climate
change. The talk will center on
atmospheric temperatures over
land, of course. Which makes
sense for air-breathing terrestrial
critters like ourselves.
Most of the global-warming

action, though, is taking place
in water. We know the oceans,
absorbing carbon dioxide and
raw heat from the atmosphere,
act as enormous heat reservoirs
and thus alter or destroy marine
ecosystems.
But how much thought do
we give to climate change and
our own “sweetwater seas”?
Probably not enough. It’s easy
to become nonchalant about the
issue, partly because the Great
Lakes, great as they are, are a
drop in the bucket compared to

the oceans. Plus, we’re used to
seeing sizable near-term swings
in lake surface temperatures. For
example, after our memorably
cold winter of 2013-14 (an
anomaly, globally speaking), the
Great Lakes stayed unusually
cool into early summer, and
though we noticed this, we didn’t
get too concerned.
What’s more, we sometimes
get fooled by that outlier,
Lake Erie, which is so shallow
(averaging just 62 feet deep over
an expanse of 9,910 square miles)
that it warms and cools much
(continued on pg. 6)
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Making Sweet Vegan
Dreams Come True
Pudgy Girl Bakery crafts delicious
seasonal baked goods made entirely
without dairy ingredients.

Jenny Johnson, the master mind
behind Pudgy Girl Bakery, has loved two
things her whole life: photography and
baking. That’s probably why her vegan
cakes, pies, cupcakes, and truffles are
both a treat for the eyes and the taste
buds. Whether you’re dairy-free or not,
you’re sure to fall in love with these
sweet delights. Find Pudgy Girl in the
Grab ‘n’ Go section!

Pictured: Vegan Pumpkin Pie Cheesecake from Pudgy Girl Bakery

Co-op Principles
1. Voluntary and open member-ownership.
2. Democratic member-owner control.
3. Member-owner economic participation.
4. Autonomy and independence.
5. Education, training, and information.
6. Cooperation among cooperatives.
7. Concern for community.

Statement
of Cooperative Identity
A cooperative is an autonomous
association of people united voluntarily to
meet their common economic, social, and
cultural needs and aspirations through
a jointly-owned and democraticallycontrolled enterprise.

Co-op Ends Statement
The co-op's purpose is to
1) provide healthy and reasonably-priced
food,
2) foster a sustainable food system,
3) educate about cooperatives and food
issues,
4) and to contribute to a vibrant
community.

2016
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were first stated by the Rochdale pioneers in 1844. They are theFallguidelines
by which we put our values into practice.
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STORE HOURS
Monday-Friday: 8 am – 8 pm.
Saturday: 9 am - 7 pm, Sunday: 10 am - 7 pm
CONTACT
62 Marshall Street, Rochester, NY 14607
tel: 585-290-0498
mail: marketing@abundance.coop
website: www.abundance.coop
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Jon Greenbaum
Co-president
Katie Malarkey
Co-president
Maria Coles
Vice President
Carl Hoffman
Secretary
Max Gianniny
Treasurer
Paula Hanson
Beth Garver Beha
Daryl Odhner
Scott Wagner
STAFF DIRECTORY
General Manager
Jim DeLuca
Administrative
Debbie Loo Anderson, Financial Manager
Charles Blake, POS Coordinator
Richard Rowley, Financial Assistant
Richard Sauvain, IT Coordinator
Center Store
Kathy Peters, Merchandising Manager
Diane Banks, Bulk, Refrigerated & Frozen
Foods
Nazareno Runfola, Senior Grocery Buyer
Karl Abbott
Alex Fairchild
Emily Snyziek
Stephen Standhart
Deli
Juli Barrette, Deli Manager & Cheese Buyer
Leah Feldman
Saqrah Houck
Front End
Madeline Brown, Front End Manager
Payton Marovich, Front End Supervisor
Nada Eldehni, Front End Supervisor
Jill Alcorn
David Duance
Shealyn Rapp
Richard Rowley
Dan Russell
Becca Soriano
Marketing
Chris Whitebell, Marketing Manager
Newsletter editorial team: Margie
Campaigne, Co-editor & Advertising; Chris
Whitebell, Co-editor & Design
The Rutabaga Rap is Abundance Food Coop's quarterly newsletter. With articles, notes,
and recipes, we explore the food, values, and
way of life that matter most to our co-operative
community.
Cover photo: Cris Van Grol, taken originally
for Explore Rochester (@explorerochester on
Instagram). See more of her work at
www.crisvangrol.com.
© Abundance Food Co-op 2016
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GM Musings
An update from Jim DeLuca, General Manager

W

ith fall upon us we get
to enjoy the beauty of
nature right in our city. The
Honey Locust trees around
the store are turning gold.

Once the leaves fall and make
Broadway a street paved with
gold, the naked branches set
out the welcome mat for the
thousands of crows that fill them
at twilight. Seasons passing. Time
flying.
I recently attended a National
Cooperative Grocers conference
for general managers in St. Paul,
Minnesota. Over 140 stores
from around the country were
represented. The primary theme
for the training was improving staff
productivity as one of the ways to
strengthen our competitive edge.
I did get to visit with some of my
favorite peers and catch up with
their projects. Lots of co-ops are
expanding and are experiencing
some of the same difficulties that
we have been going through.
Our relocation to South Avenue
continues to be difficult to get
underway. At the end of August
we finally got through the maze of
requirements that City Planning
put up. We are on the verge of
beginning the construction but
both the changes required by
the City and other increases in
subcontractor estimates have
pushed our financing needs higher
than our financing sources, so
we are reaching out to potential
lenders for this funding gap. We
have two cooperative lenders
reviewing our application and
are feeling reasonably confident
that one of these loans will come
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Jim DeLuca, General Manager

through.
Our internal owner loan drive
has capacity for 15 additional
individuals; if you want to help fill
the funding gap, please contact me.
Even if we get all the funding we
need from the formal sources, we
can choose to not borrow funds
from them if we get them from
owners. That would save some
interest cost.
Of course, we now are also
contemplating what would happen
if we cannot raise the needed
funds.
This relocation project has
taught me a lot about resilience.
My Buddhist practice of accepting
that life is difficult and practicing
being present without holding on
or running away and wishing things
were different has come in handy.
My most successful inner coaching
has been: “Awareness is my friend,
and just do the next thing.”
Thank you for all your support.
Abundance is a culture of
cooperation and we would not be
here without your participation.
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Board Meetings
The Abundance Food Co-op Board of Directors meets
the second Thursday of the month at 6:00 p.m. at the
co-op. All current co-op owners are welcome.

Jon Greenbaum, Co-president, Board of Directors

Shareholders Meet to Discuss Workers' Rights
Update from the Board of Directors from Jon Greenbaum, Co-president

T

he Abundance Board of
Directors hosted a meeting
in August with shareholders
to address workers' rights. Over
the years our co-op has set the goal
of a living wage for our employees
and identified priorities such as
products with organic ingredients,
locally-grown, minimally-packaged,
items from small farms and
producers, and fairly-traded goods;
but we have never articulated
our position on the rights of the
workers involved in the production
and delivery of the products we sell.
Management never received any
guidance from shareholders on this
issue.
The Board discussed the issue
and convened the shareholder
meeting to gather more input. We
will be changing the Ends Policy
to reflect this conversation. The
Ends Policy provides management
with broad directives. Management
interprets those directives and
provides annual reports on
implementation.
We began the meeting with a
brief presentation from Board
Member Paula Hansen about the
challenges that workers face from
the fields to the processing facility
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to the thruway. At every step of the
way, workers can face exploitation
and safety hazards.
We then saw a brief video
presentation about the state of
natural food co-ops in the US.
Over the decades the number of
co-ops has shrunk from a couple
thousand to several hundred.
We've gone from collectively
owning the vast majority of the
natural food retail industry to
losing most of that market share
to the corporate world. We're
facing stiff competition and a
changing customer base that is
less interested in ideals than a
wonderful shopping experience.

How do we balance the
triple bottom line (planet,
people, and profit) as
we compete against
corporations that are only
concerned with profit?
We followed the cooperative cafe
model, breaking into small groups
to discuss this question. People
dove into the discussion and the
room was buzzing.
Groups reported that we should
educate shoppers to explain issues

faced by workers and look into
other certification programs that go
beyond Fair Trade. Also, we should
deepen relationships with local
producers so we can have more
impact.
People shared that in our new
location we want to put our best
foot forward and stand for higher
ideals. It was proposed that we
should set up a task force for
advocacy. A variety of related
issues were touched upon including
pricing, marketing, product line,
diversity of staff, board, shoppers
and owners, staff involvement on
the Board (or a hybrid ownership
model).
The conversation confirmed to
Board Members that we are on the
right track. We will be discussing
how to direct management to
honor workers' rights in addition
to providing education about food
and co-ops, participating in the
neighborhood and community,
nurturing a vibrant and inclusive
community, and providing safe,
reasonably-priced, organic, local,
and sustainable products.
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("Warm Hearts, Not Lakes" cont. from pg. 2)

faster than the other lakes. Our
“hometown lake,” Ontario, is much
deeper than Erie and thus more stable.
But both lakes are now hinting at a
negative trend. In early August, surface
temperatures on Erie were just under
80° Fahrenheit (F).
And Ontario’s stats have crept
upward, too: this August’s average
surface temp was around 73° F.
The real change-maker, though, is
Lake Superior. This, the northernmost
lake in the vast freshwater system,
doesn’t turn on a dime as Lake
Erie does. But Superior is turning,
nonetheless. A recent report by
Minnesota-based Public Radio
International (PRI) sums up the situation
with a superlative. Superior, says the
report, is “warming faster than any lake
on the planet.”
Old hands and Lake Superior admirers
will recall how the lake used to be so
consistently frigid that merely standing
in it waist deep for longer than a few
minutes was an exercise in perseverance
or masochism. Not so much these days.
Average surface temperatures hit 66°
F in August this year. Superior’s highest
annual readings occur in September, not
in midsummer as in the lower lakes. And
as of September 9, its average surface
temperature had hit 68° F, with 70°
F being recorded near Duluth, at the
western tip of the lake.
“[Lake Superior], in the past
three decades, has warmed some
six degrees F–a rate that actually
exceeds the melting rate of the ice
caps in the Antarctic and the Arctic
oceans,” says the PRI report. But why
is this happening to the largest of the
Great Lakes? As the report says, “It's
somewhat counter-intuitive that it would
be warming faster [than smaller bodies
of water]."

It almost goes without saying
that the future of the Great
Lakes will determine the future
of the lands and communities
surrounding them.
The answer is as simple as it is
troubling. The lake’s vastness actually
speeds up the process. PRI quotes James
Kitchell, an emeritus professor at the
University of Wisconsin in Madison:
“With all of that surface area, the lake
absorbs solar radiation and warms, he
said. ‘When there’s ice on the lakes, a
lot of that solar energy is reflected back
into the atmosphere, but in the most
recent three decades, the duration of ice
on the lake has reduced by as much as
50% or more.... The result is that more
solar radiation enters and stays in the
water column, and the lake warms more
quickly.’"
Some folks see this as good news.
People are flocking to Lake Superior
beaches–and actually swimming. (Be
advised, however: the Great Lakes are
prone to “upwelling,” in which 40-45°
F water can rise and displace 60-70° F
water at the surface–quite a potential
surprise for the quick-dipper.) Also,
the Superior sport fishing business
is experiencing a boom, with larger
populations of lake trout and walleye
spurring interest.
But other changes are less benign.
The sea lamprey, for example, is thriving
in warmer waters, too, threatening
indigenous trout in a cycle reminiscent
of what occurred decades ago in the
lower lakes. Overall, warmer water
will alter the mix and distribution of
species of all types, not just vertebrates
but down to the micro-level. Lake Erie
has suffered large toxic algal blooms
(technically, cyanobacteria), rekindling
Fall 2016
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fears from the old days when the lake
was declared “dead.” Lakes Michigan
and Huron have also been hit with these
blooms, which result from a toxic blend
of runoff from farms and suburbs and,
crucially, warm water.
It almost goes without saying that
the future of the Great Lakes will
determine the future of the lands and
communities surrounding them. Our
agriculture–everything from apples to
vineyards–depends on the microclimates
engendered by the large lakes. Likewise
regarding rain, snow, patterns of
drought, riparian plant and animal life,
and much more.
It’s vital that we appreciate the
fragility of the Great Lakes bioregion and
understand the complex interactions
between urbanized landscapes, forests
and cultivated fields, rivers and streams,
and the lakes themselves. Change is
bearing down on us, and though elevated
temperatures are at the root of it, we’re
left with anything but a warm feeling.

For general information and
action suggestions regarding
our lakes, water quality,
invasive species, and more,
start with the Sierra Club
Great Lakes Program available
at: http://vault.sierraclub.org/
greatlakes/.
Disclosure: This author is a board
member of Sierra Club Rochester
Regional Group.
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Elizabeth Henderson is the author of Sharing the Harvest:
A Citizen's Guide to Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA). She formerly farmed at Peacework Farm, a CSA in
Newark, New York.

AGRICULTURE:

Drought Hits
Our Local
Farms Hard
Elizabeth Henderson looks at how last
summer's lack of rain affected small farms
here in Western New York.
7
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T

hrough much of this growing
season, local farms struggled
with drought–long stretches
with little rain. This has also been an
unusually windy summer–days that are
both hot and windy are desiccating–
sucking the moisture from the land.
When the soil is too dry, newly
planted seeds do not germinate well.
If they come up at all, the planting
may be spotty. Plants that are already
established slow down or completely
stop growing to concentrate on survival.
They have a remarkable ability to close
down and wait for better conditions.
If it is over 90° Fahrenheit (F), crops
like eggplant and tomatoes stop setting
fruit. Hot dry conditions are hard on
livestock. Fresh, juicy grass becomes
scarce and may not grow back for a
second cutting of hay. Flies proliferate.
Not to mention how the farmers and
their helpers feel.
As reported by Jan Beglinger,
Agriculture Outreach Coordinator for
the Cornell Cooperative Extension,
“Drought is stressful to trees and
shrubs, especially those planted in the
last five years. Their root systems are
not yet fully developed so they have
a harder time finding moisture than
mature trees.... Trees may not set seed
or fruit or they may drop them before
they are mature.”(Aug. 16, 2016) The
drought, combined with hard frosts
during blossom time, has reduced our
region’s fruit crop, though not as badly
as five years ago.
On July 20, the New York State
Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC) issued a
“drought watch” for the entire state. A
watch is the first of four levels (watch,
warning, emergency, and disaster)
that has no mandatory water use
restrictions. The State Drought Index
triggers the drought watch, based on
precipitation, reservoir/lake levels,
stream flow, and groundwater levels in
the nine regions of the state.
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Dry weather goes all the way back
to October 1, 2015, the start of this
“water year.” In late July, the Northeast
Organic Farming Association of New
York's (NOFA-NY) organic certification
program asked the farmers it certifies to
report on how the drought was affecting
livestock in order to set the stage to
apply for special hardship exemptions
that would allow the farmers to
purchase non-organic feed if needed to
keep animals alive. By the third week of
August, some parts of the Finger Lakes
had reached the second level, warning,
or even the third, emergency. At last
some rain did fall, averting total disaster,
but too late to erase the many weeks of
hardship and reduced crops.
There are three main approaches to
dealing with water shortages on a farm
that grows crops. You can disturb the
soil as little as possible while planting
and then mulch the crop with hay,
straw, or plastic to retain moisture and
prevent weeds from emerging. You can
irrigate the crops. Trickle irrigation,
invented in Israel to conserve water
in the desert, requires a significant
investment for pumps, filters to remove
sediment, header pipes, and trickle
tape. You place a tape along each row
of vegetables, carefully setting the trickle
hole next to each plant. Tapes come
with spacing of four to eighteen inches
and with varying thickness to allow
higher or lower pressure and water
flow. When the trickle tapes are full of
water, they lie where you place them,
but when empty, they tend to bend in
the sun so you have to make sure they
are straight each time you turn on the
water. Birds and rodents are quick to
discover these new water sources.
Patrolling for geysers to plug becomes
a regular chore. Less water-conserving
approaches use ditches or overhead
irrigation through pipes with various

spray mechanisms attached. The spray
waters not only the crop, but the spaces
between beds and, of course, the weeds,
and a certain percentage evaporates.

Hot, dry conditions are hard
on livestock. Fresh, juicy grass
becomes scarce and may not
grow back for a second cutting
of hay. Flies proliferate.
One positive effect of drought is that
there are fewer weeds.
Farms that pay close attention to
building organic matter in the soil suffer
fewer losses from droughty conditions.
The organic matter, which is largely
made up of carbon, acts as a sponge
that holds water. For each percent of
organic matter, an acre of soil holds
from 16,000 to 25,000 gallons of water.
Many research projects have shown that
organic methods of growing increase
organic matter in the soil, as compared
to conventional farms. Organic
farmers use cover crops, compost and
manure for fertility, and many try to
reduce tillage, which breaks down soil
structure, releasing carbon from the
soil. Just by avoiding the use of synthetic
nitrogen fertilizer, organic farmers use
30% less energy. Conventional farms
purchase synthetic fertilizer, a fossil
fuel derivative that provides nitrogen to
crops, but actually breaks down organic
matter in the soil. When the price
of natural gas went down, the Koch
Brothers invested in a new fertilizer
plant.
To encourage better growing
practices, look for the organic label. At
farmers markets, ask the farmers how
much tillage they use and how they
fertilize. Consider joining a CSA so you
can share the risk with your farmers in
these increasingly risky times.
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CLASSIFIEDS
ROOM AVAILABLE
Shared housing in the country. Rooms near SUNY

Live your life to the fullest...

Brockport College,
585 638 2302. Deborah Dominguez, World Peace
Facilitator 585 638 2302 home office 270 564 5452

Learn how
acupuncture
can help you.

cell 26 Ray Street Holley, NY 14470
IONIC DETOX FOOT BATH
Remove toxins, free radicals and body waste
products that cause health problems. Raises
pH levels. Inactivate viruses, bacteria, yeast and
fungus. Enhance nutrient absorption. $30 / 30 min.

Cont act us
today f or a f ree
consult ation!

By Appointment 663-6454. Healthy Alternatives
Wellness Center, 458 Stone Rd, Rochester, 14616

Acupuncture-Rochester.com
COMING SOON TO AMAZON
First novel [part one of a trilogy] by Abundance Co-Op shareholder Ian
D. Spier, Honor Must Prevail. It is set in a 16th century parallel Earth, full
of magic, machinery, Elves, Wizards, centaurs, Dragons, an evil cult, and
a criminal empire plotting world domination.

WANT TO SUBMIT
A CLASSIFIED?
Up to 50 words. $5 for non-shareholders
and free for shareholders. Send your ad to
marketing@abundance.coop.

LOOKING FOR PESTICIDE-FREE HOUSING
I have allergies and am looking for pesticide-free housing that is
temporary or longer term. Looking for either shared housing or an
individual apartment or house. If you have any information, please call
585 414-7422.
LIGHT WORKS!
Meetup 10/19/16 Wed 7pm RIT Barnes & Noble. Cost is $5. Learn
about sound healing with Joe Schmidlin. www.meetup.com/light-works

Samuel H. Nelson, Ph. D.
Certified Feldenkrais® Practitioner

NEW ONLINE MAGAZINE
New Metaphysical Community On-Line Magazine to enlighten and

Awareness Through Movement® Classes
Functional Integration® Lessons

inform. www.rocmetaphysical.com
HOST A FOREIGN STUDENT
Host families needed for international students. Stipend available. 585
638 2302; Deborah Dominguez, World Peace Facilitator 585 638 2302
home office, 270 564 5452 cell, 26 Ray Street Holley, NY 14470
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1501 East Avenue
Suite 108
Rochester, NY 14610

(585) 271-5296
samnel@aol.com
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SHAREHOLDER VOICE:

The
New York
Cooperative
Network
I

am excited to be a new shareholder at both Abundance
Food Co-op and Genessee Co-op Federal Credit Union.
My wife and I have been members of numerous food coops and CSAs over the years, and we came to the Rochester
area when I finished law school and graduate school at Pace
University, where I focused on sustainable development.
This past July I attended CommonBound, an annual
conference hosted by the New Economy Coalition that
brings together leaders and activists working towards
deep systemic change. Some of the topics covered in the
conference included democratizing energy systems, building
racial justice, advancing policy to achieve structural change,
developing vibrant local economies without displacement
or gentrification, and collaborative ownership models and
community enterprises as vehicles to democratize the
economy.
The first day of the conference consisted of various
network gatherings. I participated in a day-long meeting with
people seeking to grow the New York Cooperative Network.
There was a robust conversation about the form the Network
should take, with some people advocating for becoming a
501c3 charitable organization and others advocating for a
501c6 trade association. Organizations labeled 501c3 can
receive grants from foundations and donations are tax
exempt. Those labeled 501c6 must pay taxes, but have few
restrictions on lobbying. Both organizations can receive
dues from members. While participants continue to discuss
the benefits of both a 501c3 and 501c6, the New York State
Sustainable Business Council (NYSSBC) currently serves as an
organizational host keeping the network under its umbrella.

{

The group also established committees to work on state
policy, education and skill sharing, finance and fundraising,
and communications. A steering committee was also
created. Anyone interested in getting involved with one of
these committees can contact me for more information at
jwoods@law.pace.edu.
I am serving on the policy committee which is currently
organizing support for Assembly Bill A.9618, Support and
Incentives for Employee-Owned Enterprises. A.9618 is an act
to amend § 54 of the Worker Compensation Law, § 163 of
the State Finance Law, § 3032 of the Education Law, § 612 of
the Tax Law, and add § 95 to the Cooperative Corporations
Law. The bill will make employee-owned enterprises eligible
for a "best value" awarding of public contracts; provide
business and industry training to members of an employeeowned enterprise; create an advisory panel on the viability of
increasing employee-owned enterprises in the State; provide
a 50% capital gains exemption for the sale of stock to an
employee-owned enterprise; and exempt members, directors,
and executive officers of a worker cooperative from workers'
compensation coverage.
According to the NYSSBC, the intent of this bill is to
promote and provide incentives for businesses to adopt an
employee ownership model. Employee-owned enterprises
provide stability and staying power for local jobs. They are
far less likely to move out of state, or even out of the local
region. Studies have found that wages, sales, productivity, and
retirement plans for employee-owned enterprises are higher
than those of comparable, privately-owned corporations.
With the wave of business owners reaching an age of
retirement, many employees fear they may lose their job or
have to relocate when a business owner retires and sells their
company. This bill will provide an avenue which will allow
for these retiring business owners to sell their company to
their employees, keeping jobs and families in New York. This
bill will strengthen our local and state economies, as well as
support local small businesses.
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On the Calendar
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30

Local Abundance Farm Tour Annual Business Meeting
Join us on a farm tour of Donovan
Orchards and BlackBird Cider
Works at peak apple season. Craft hard
cider tasting, transport, and housemade
lunch included.

NOVEMBER 1-18

Abundance Thanksgiving
Menu Ordering

Ticket price: $30 (owners) / $40 (non-owners)

Come early for a kid-friendly
Halloween party from 4-6! A
potluck meal with fellow owners and
an update on the co-op will be given
by Jim DeLuca, GM, and the Board of
Directors.

Times: 10:00 am (depart), 2:45 pm (return)

Open to all current Abundance owners

Get your order in for a pastureraised and antibiotic-free turkey! Our
Thanksgiving menu includes a range of
delicious sides made by the Abundance
Deli, vegan pies from Pudgy Girl Bakery
& more.

More info: abundance.coop/farmtour

Times: 4-6:00 pm (Kids Halloween Party),

Check abundance.coop closer to the date for more

6:15-8:00 pm (Potluck & Business Meeting)

details! Order forms will also be available in-store.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23

Location: First Universalist Church of Rochester,

Annual Tweed Ride

150 S. Clinton Ave., Roc., NY 14604

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17

A celebration of "olde timey-ness," fall,
community, and cycling. Come prepared
for cool weather, a leisurely ~10+ mile
ride.

More info: abundance.coop/annualmeeting2016

Pumpkin Pie Owner Social

No cost. All are welcome.

Abundance shareholders are invited to
stop by the co-op for a social hour with
fellow owners and to enjoy a slice of
vegan and traditional pumpkin pie!

Time: 10:00 am to 2:00 pm

Open to all current Abundance owners

Starting point: Wadsworth Square, End of

At the co-op, 5:30-6:30 pm

Marshall St., Roc., NY 14607

Check abundance.coop closer to the date for more

More info: Search "tweed ride roc" on Facebook.

details!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19

Hot Cider Owner Social

Shareholder Thanksgiving

Abundance shareholders are invited to
stop by the co-op for a social hour
with fellow owners. Mulled, warmed
cider will be on tap!

Join us at the co-op for a Thanksgiving
showcase of our local vendors–we'll
have delicious tastes, a raffle, and a great
sale for owners.

Open to all current Abundance owners
At the co-op from 5:30-6:30 pm
More info: abundance.coop

Vicki Snyder & Jim Young

SPIRIT CRYSTAL
CONNECTIONS
Selling Unique Crystals,
Huge Selection of Angel Cards,
Readings, Reiki/IET Healing &
Classes!

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6

We Can Own It
How to Set Up
an Employee-owned Business
Residents of northeast Rochester are
invited to this workshop on creating
worker-owned co-ops. Reps from
local co-ops, resources for getting
started, and more info will be available.

At the co-op, 11:00 am to 3:00 pm

No cost. All are welcome.

Holiday Swap at the Co-op

Time: 4:00-6:00 pm

Come swap out your old favorites for
something "new to you" for the holidays.
It's a great way to cut down on waste
and to get into the holiday spirit with
others! Plus tastings and a special sale.

Location: Ibero Childcare Center, 786 Clifford Ave,
Roc., NY 14621
Check abundance.coop closer to the date for more
details!

714 University Avenue
Roc., NY 14607
spiritcrystalconnections@gmail.com
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Check abundance.coop closer to the date for more
details!

DECEMBER 17

No cost but donations to local nonprofit welcome.
At the co-op, 12:00 pm to 3:00 pm
Check abundance.coop closer to the date for more

585 461-2669
11

No cost. All are welcome.

details!
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Recipes from the Deli

Abundance
Braised
Red
Cabbage
Prep time: 35 minutes. Serves 4-5.
Fall has arrived and everyone is settling back into the
kitchen again, free from the sweltering heat of this
past summer. (Or so we hope!)

B

raised sweet and
sour cabbage is
a versatile recipe
with lots of "add on"
potential. It’s a no-gluten
ingredient dish that pairs
well with many of the
deeper flavors of fall.

This recipe can be
adjusted in a number of ways. Add bacon by sautéing it in the pan
ahead of adding the cabbage. If you’re not interested in the sweets
and sours you can make a savory braised cabbage. Use a broth of
your choice, add herbs and spices. Then bring to a boil, add your
cabbage, maybe some leeks as well. Let simmer until the cabbage is
tender. I hope you enjoy this beautiful fall season. Cheers!
- Juli Barrette,
Abundance Deli Manager

Fall 106
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1 head red cabbage, cored, shredded, and
rinsed
1 yellow onions, minced, or more
1 garlic clove minced (Depending on how much
you love garlic, add more or less.)
1 apple (It can be any apple you prefer, cored
and chopped.)
1 navel orange, zested, and juiced
1/4 cup of water
1 tbsp lemon juice
1 tbsp apple cider vinegar
1 tbsp white vinegar
1 pinch of allspice
1/8 cup of chopped raisins
1-2 tbsp brown sugar (If you prefer sweet more
than sour, add more.)
1 tbsp salt
1 tsp pepper
1 bunch scallion, chopped for garnish

Preparation
1. Heat olive oil on medium-high heat, add
onions and salt. Cook for 3-5 minutes or until
softened and slightly golden
2. Add cabbage and garlic. Cook on medium-high
heat until cabbage has softened.
3. Add water, vinegars, sugar, raisins, allspice, and
orange zest/juice.
4. Cover and cook for 20 minutes, stirring
occasionally.
5. Add apple and cook for another 10 minutes.
6. Season with more salt, lemon juice, and sugar,
depending on your pallet.
7. Cool down mixture and store overnight or
garnish with scallions and enjoy!
The Rutabaga Rap | Abundance Food Co-op
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KEN'S KOOKERY:

Bringing Home
the "Fakon"
I

'm not big on bacon, so I startled myself by getting inspired by Christine Hein's vegan bacon recipe
on nomeatathlete.com. It sounded so weird, I had to try it. Plus, my S.O. can't eat those soy-based
fakons. This recipe is my riff on it.
Hein uses azuki beans, unavailable at the co-op right now. Is she trying to make Fakon pink? Azuki
beans look red, but cook up brown. Hm, just like bacon. Anyway, black-eyed peas and mung beans
work great. The suggested alternative, small red beans, did not grind well. I ended up with bits of
gravel in my fakon. Every unpulverized chunk of bean baked back into its natively hard-as-rock self. And
canned beans make wimpy fakon.

Ken's Fakon
1. Soak beans and buckwheat overnight. Rinse
well, drain well. Put all the ingredients in a food
processor. Preheat oven to 400°F. Grind your
stuff into something resembling my cookie
dough, not smooth like hummus. Line a 9 by 13
pan with baking paper. Plop the blended mass
on the baking paper and spread it about with a
spatula. Take another piece of baking paper, oil it
lightly. Oil beads up on baking paper; just spread
it around anyway, or you'll be sorry! Place oiled
paper atop the mix and press mix out to cover
the lower baking paper evenly, using ingers.
Then use a small rolling pin or tin can to make it
lat and thin (1/8th inch). Peel the top paper off
and save for the next batch.
2. Put the pan in the oven and bake for 10 minutes.
Take out, use a sharp knife or pizza cutter to
cut fakon into strips. Fry in crackly hot oil, 30
seconds on one side, 20 seconds on the other.
Don't char! Drain on paper towels.
3. Savor that diner classic from the future: the
F.L.A.T! Smear mayo on 2 leaves of romaine
lettuce. Layer fakon, sliced tomato and avocado
on one leaf. Put the other leaf on top. Crunch!
Bread? What is this "bread" of which you speak?

cup dry black-eye/azuki/mung beans
1/ cup brown buckwheat
3
1 tsp onion powder
1 tsp apple smoked salt
2 tsp smoked paprika
4 tsp nutritional yeast flakes
1 tsp liquid smoke
2 tsp tomato paste
2 tsp maple syrup
1 tbsp Bragg's Liquid Aminos or soy sauce
1/ cup grated coconut

1/

2

8

Image courtesy of No Meat Athlete, used with permission
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Catelyn Augustine and
Amber Odhner launched Eat
Me in 2011 to create what they
wanted to see: an ice cream
that was truly homemade, local,
and seasonal. The result is a
mind-popping menu of dairy and
non-dairy flavors, like sweet pine,
summer garden, and lilac. Every
scoop, pop, cookie sandwich, and
cake they make provides high
quality licks using local, fair trade,
and organic ingredients.

Eat Me Ice Cream
Badass Power Cookie: Nutrient-Dense
Like a Bar, Tastes Like a Cookie
Whether you're a regular at the gym or eat a healthy diet,
Badass Power Cookies are a delicious and nutritious
way to give your body a power boost.
Every cookie is Þlled with phytonutrients
equivilent of four to Þve servings of
fruit and vegetables, three times more
protein than beef, and vegan B12not to mention a ton of antioxidents.

WRITE
FOR THE RAP!
Now accepting
submissions for the
Winter 2017 issue.
Deadline: Dec 12

Choose from Oatmeal Raisin,
Chocolate Spice, and Berry.

Email your idea to
marketing@abundance.coop.
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openskyyoga.com
Carla Anselm
Michael Amy
Becky Lyons
Rick Lynch
Heidi Friederich
François Raoult, Director
Mary Aman
Tom Battley

Yoga classes. All levels.
200 hour Essential Yoga TEACHER TRAINING begins February 2017.
INTERNATIONAL RETREATS in India, France, Italy and Greece.
Free trial class.

Join us on facebook.com/OpenSky
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yogawave@rochester.rr.com
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